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Summary  

Today’s students are ready to design, dream and make the future. Teach boldly: Using edtech for social good 
is a guide for educators who want to activate positive change in teaching and learning through innovative 
practices, meaningful use of technology and global collaboration. 

This book: 

• invites readers to make a customised plan to activate change 
• discusses learning space design as a means to cultivate empathy and student voice 
• provides easy-to-implement ideas for transforming classroom culture 
• showcases the power of narrative and the need for storytelling in education and the world 
• offers direction for seeking authentic feedback and iterating on ideas to achieve progress. 

Other resources  

• Chart a new course: A guide to teaching essential skills for tomorrow’s world (IST1451) 
• Learning first, technology second: The educator's guide to designing authentic lessons (IST3707) 
• Learning supercharged: Digital age strategies and insights from the edtech frontier (IST8085) 
• Digital connections in the classroom (IST6161) 
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